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Chapter tion among others in determining against the policy of
IIL terminating relations, though it is on many grounds
unlikely that in any event so serious a step would have
been taken. Sufficient effect was given to British dis-
approval by the decision to leave the legation in the
hands of a charge d'affaires pending a satisfactory
settlement of the issue.
In the face of this mass of evidence of distinctive
character, there may be cited as negativing the claim
of sovereignty in external matters the fact that the
Dominions are probably, as will be seen below (Chapter
IV.), not in a position to declare war or make peace or
adopt an attitude of neutrality as distinct members of
the Commonwealth. Accepting, however, this view, the
facts still show that for many important purposes, in-
cluding the right of legation and of treaty-making, the
Dominions are distinct units or States from the point
of view of international law. What may be added fairly
is that the character of inter-imperial relations is com-
plex and that the type of State represented by the
Dominions does not conform absolutely to any type
hitherto recognised, but that is no adequate ground for
denying international personality or State character.
It renders it easy, however, to understand how many
different efforts have been made to define in the normal
terms of political science the character of the Empire
from the international standpoint. Irish opinion would
treat it as a personal union,1 which is clearly inadequate.
But to call it a real union2 necessitates the admission
1	Smiddy, Great Britain and the Dominims, p. 115.   Contrast Hurst,
ibid. p. 54.   See M. Eymie, Die vdllceirechtliche Stellwig Irlands (1930);
Ewart, Can. Bar Review, x. 121.
2	Handbuch des Volkerrechts, ii. 4, 817.   Cf. Heck, Der Aufbau des
britischen Reiches (1927), p. 17.

